CRYPTIC CROSSWORD #4
by Trip Payne

ACROSS
1  Thugs putting the squeeze on stadium — they show promise for the future (4, 5)
6  Articulate person who selects shade (5)
9  Cleaned and positioned church furniture the other way (5, 2)
10 Recklessly pursue Republican leader who seized power (7)
11 Observing gin & tonic mixed together (8)
12 Author not displaying Burr (5)
14 That guy pens O magazine tribute (6)
15 London museum going through top-notch program's run-through (4, 4)
18 Jack has to run company that makes phones (8)
20 King meets darned entertaining Latin singer (1, 1, 4)
23 Quiet train left item at the beach (5)
25 Cried about old woman's having shown signs of aging (8)
27 Woven lace is wrapped around piece of the stretchy material (7)
28 Cut into weary HBO series (3, 4)
29 Reportedly tries to find some religious adherents (5)
30 Start to eat vegetables, interrupting short Tom Jones song (4, 1, 4)

DOWN
1  Wind energy abandoned by company (4)
2  West Side Story actress's retreat has round shape, like a studio (3-4)
3  Set off after you initially overlooked boat (9)
4  Vivacious wit disturbed priest (6)
5  Illegally transports small people who can't perform magic (8)
6  Nothing interrupts brief tribunal (5)
7  The French look closely at small blanket (3, 4)
8  Eager coalition infiltrates borders of Rwanda and west African nation (6, 2, 2)
13 Tournament that awards a green jacket and flowers, starting with those folks (3, 7)
16 Group of stars and attorney taking in European capital (9)
17 Pretends deposit is covered by contracts (8)
19 Insect consuming period item in a wardrobe (3, 4)
21 Camera shot capturing one country (7)
22 Drink at Starbucks after passing river in Nebraska (6)
24 Plant and university entered into a good deal (5)
26 Quite essential to clever youths (4)
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